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Introduction

On May 26, 2020 Microsoft announced a new CSP – Enhancement Plan Renewal Offer to help 
accelerate customer’s journeys to the cloud. This new offer enables existing customers that 
are active on their Enhancement Plan (EP) to renew through the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) 
program and receive Dynamics 365 Business Central online licenses.

COVID-19 has significantly impacted the way organizations, especially SMB businesses 
operate across all industries. As leaders shift their organizations to focus on business 
continuity and contingency planning, they are turning to their business solutions to get the 
insights needed to sustain their business through the crisis. Those with legacy systems are 
finding that data siloes, blocked access, and security concerns are making navigation more 
challenging during this disruption.

The time is now for Cloud ERP, as our customers need the scale, security, accessibility, and 
business continuity provided by Dynamics 365 Business Central. And with this new offer, we 
are removing pricing barriers for our customers.
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Q: What is the CSP-EP Renewal offer?

A: The CSP-EP Renewal Offer enables existing customers 
who are active on their Enhancement Plan (EP) to renew their 
EP through the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program and 
receive Dynamics 365 Business Central online licenses when 
they are ready to move to the cloud.

Q: Where can I view the specific policy  
for the CSP-EP Renewal offer?

A: The policy is available on PartnerSource here.

Q: What are the benefits to the customer  
of using the CSP-EP Renewal offer?

A: Customers who choose to renew their EP through the CSP 
– EP Renewal offer receive the following benefits:

• Price point equal to Enhancement Plan renewal quote

• Dual-use and downgrade rights to their current on-
premise Dynamics Price List (DPL) product (Dynamics 
365 Business Central, Dynamics NAV, Dynamics GP, and 
Dynamics SL)

• Monthly billing option (subject to CSP partner approval)

• Enhancement Plan benefits

• Dynamics 365 Business Central (cloud) licenses for 
migration to the cloud

Q: When is the CSP-EP Renewal offer available?

A: The offer is available June 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021.

Frequently Asked  
Questions (FAQ)

Q: Can my customer continue using their  
current on-premise product and version  
if they take advantage of this offer?

A: Yes, the offer allows dual use and downgrade rights, so 
customers are able to continue to use their existing product/
version and remain current on their EP. With the CSP-EP 
Renewal offer customers have the option of monthly EP 
payments versus a lump sum annual payment and will have the 
Dynamics 365 Business Central cloud license when they are 
ready to move to online services.

https://mbs2.microsoft.com/ecsts/login?signin=d37b7449dc59a88a47feea043ba0a13d
https://mbs2.microsoft.com/ecsts/login?signin=24d99e94eca74200d80bc59b3d8fd42c
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Q: Which customers are eligible  
for the CSP-EP offer?

A: Eligible customer must meet the following requirements:

• Dynamics on-premise license: Customer licensed for 
Dynamics 365 Business Central on- premises, Dynamics 
NAV, Dynamics GP, or Dynamics SL via DPL prior to June 1, 
2020. Offer subject to CSP Geographic availability, to find 
availability please click here.

• Active on EP: Customer has an active EP and is within 30 
days of their renewal date

• Available SKUs: Commercial/Public Gov only (no EDU)

• Licensing Requirement: Customer must purchase Dynamics 
365 Business Central (cloud) licenses with an annualized total 
greater than or equal to their EP renewal amount.

• Minimum License Requirement: Customers must meet and 
maintain the licensing requirement for the term of their CSP 
subscription to prevent a lapse or expiration of their EP in 
DPL. Customers who fail to meet the eligibility requirements 
or cancel their CSP subscription must pay their prior 
year’s EP costs in addition to lapsed fees, as stated in the 
Customer Services and Support Policy, to continue to 
receive EP benefits for their on-premise DPL solution.

Q: If I have a lapsed customer,  
can they re-enroll using the offer?

A: To account for the challenges business are facing due to the 
current global health crisis, Microsoft is allowing exceptions for 
customers who lapsed on their EP between January 1, 2020 
and May 31, 2020 to re-enroll their EP through the CSP - EP 
Renewal Offer without penalty. Customers must license the 
CSP – EP Renewal offer by July 31, 2020.

Q: What licensing program is used for this offer?

A: This offer is available through the Cloud Solution Provider 
(CSP) licensing program.

Q: What product am I licensing with this offer?

A: Dynamics 365 Business Central (cloud) via the Cloud 
Solution Provider (CSP) licensing program.

Q: How long is the offer available?

A: The CSP-EP Renewal offer is available June 1, 2020 – June 
30, 2021

Q: My customer’s EP is up for renewal.  
Do I need to take advantage of this offer  
before or after my anniversary date?

A: You will need to take action on the offer on or before the 
EP renewal date. The partner needs to contact the ROC with 
the appropriate proof of purchase and transaction detail (see 
support questions for specific contact information).

Q: My customer just renewed their EP  
can they still participate in the offer?

A: As the customer is current on their renewal and the offer is 
available until June 30, 2021, they will be able to use the offer 
upon their next renewal.

https://mbs2.microsoft.com/ecsts/login?signin=60331bf9040706b375381aa9a1393c17
https://mbs2.microsoft.com/ecsts/login?signin=60331bf9040706b375381aa9a1393c17
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Q: If my customer wants to take advantage  
of the offer, can they receive credit  
on their existing EP renewal invoice?

A: There are no credits for EP paid renewals; however, they 
may take advantage of the offer upon their next annual renewal 
prior to the offer expiration date.

Q: Are customers able to auto-renew  
under this offer?

A: After the initial 1-year agreement, customers have two 
optional 1-year renewals (up to 3 possible years). If your 
customer is enrolled in Auto-Bill through PartnerSource 
Business Center, you will need to remove them to prevent their 
EP from auto-billing their annualized amount on renewal.

Q: When the CSP-EP Renewal offer expires, 
what are the customers’ options?

A: Options are

1. Discontinue their online transition to Dynamics 365 
Business Central online services, pay their DPL EP 
renewal, and remain on their DPL product/version

2. Customers who have not fully transitioned to Dynamics 
365 Business Central online services, may choose to 
continue to renew the CSP- EP Renewal offer (if eligible) 
for two additional years (3-years total)

Q: What is the list price for the CSP-EP offer?

A: The CSP – Enhancement Plan Renewal offer provides a price 
point 60% lower than the standard commercial list price. For 
example, the CSP – EP Renewal offer list price for Dynamics 365 
Business Central (online) – Premium user is $40 compared to 
$100 list for the CSP standard Commercial pricelist.

Q: Are partners required to pass  
the additional discount to the customer?

A: Yes. For this offer, Microsoft provided the customer’s partner 
an additional discount off the partner’s net price. The partner is 
required, by Microsoft, to pass on the additional discount to the 
customer by reducing the Microsoft Product resale price by an 
amount equal to or greater than the discount.

Q: What is the minimum licensing  
requirement for customers?

A: Customer must purchase Dynamics 365 Business Central 
cloud licenses with an annualized total greater than or equal 
to their EP renewal amount. Example: If the annualized EP 
amount is $1200, the monthly CSP will need to be equal or 
greater than $100.

Q: What if my customer does not continue  
to meet the minimum licensing requirement?

A: Partner must ensure the customers’ continued compliance 
throughout the year. Monthly audits will be conducted for 
compliance. If the customer is below the minimum, the partner 
will be contacted to resolve. Customers who do not remain 
active on CSP will revert to EP and will be responsible for all 
lapsed fees.

Q: Do partners receive a partner margin  
with this offer?

A: Yes. Partners receive their standard CSP partner margin 
for the offer. CSP Indirect resellers should check with their 
Distributor for margin. There is no additional program margin 
available through any other programs with this offer.
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Q: How do I know if the CSP-EP Renewal  
offer is available in my country/region?

A: Please reference the CSP country availability

Q: What if Business Central (cloud) is not 
available online for the region?

A: The customer will still have the option to stay on their 
existing EP.

Q: How does it work if my customer is current 
on a product with concurrent users and now the 
structure is named users?

A: The offer is not based on “like equals like” in terms of users. 
Customer must at minimum, have an annualized value on CSP 
equivalent to their annual EP cost. They are free to choose 
any number and mix of Dynamics 365 Business Central Cloud 
users (-Premium, -Essentials, -Team Members and -Device) 
that are equal or greater than their EP value.

Q: Can the customer add users in CSP?

A: Yes, the customer is able to add users in CSP at any time 
between June 1, 2020 and June 30, 2021, customers may add 
users to their CSP subscription at the offer prices. Customers 
using their downgrade rights must request license keys to add 
additional users to their on-premise solution.

Q: If my customer has met the minimum 
licensing requirement, but requires additional 
users, due to their usage of concurrent users, 
how can we ensure they have what they need?

A: For those customers with a high number of concurrent 
users on a DPL license, we will allow a one-time add within 
60 days of their offer activation. In this case, through the 
operations team, partners will be able to request additional 
users at a $0 SKU to true up to the customer’s usage, up to the 
1:4 ratio (concurrent to named users). Additional users beyond 
that will need to be purchased at offer pricing. No-cost licenses 
will be provided via Microsoft Online Subscription Program 
(MOSP) promotional codes. Customer must provide a credit 
card for identification purposes when redeeming those codes 
(card will not be charged). The request for additional true 
up users must be made within 60 days of initial CSP license 
purchase to receive this benefit.

Q: Can my customer simply renew their EP 
through the Dynamics Price List?

A: Yes, customers may choose to renew their Enhance plan 
through the Dynamics Price List. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/business-central/dev-itpro/compliance/apptest-countries-and-translations
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Q: What is the process for a customer  
to request additional users?

A: The customer will work with their partner who will contact 
the Ops Support team via the standard Regional Operations 
Center (ROC) aliases. The Ops Support team will provision the 
appropriate users.

• SPA partners: Submit a case to Operations to add the EP 
to the customer’s account. Cases for Operations can be 
created through PartnerSource Business Center (PSBC).

• Not a SPA partner (no access to PSBC): If you are not a 
SPA partner and do not have access to PSBC please send 
the information to one of the following email addresses 
based on your customer’s country location:

a. US, Canada, LATAM: mbsorder@microsoft.com

b. Europe, Middle East, Africa: mbsquery@microsoft.com

c. APOC, China, Japan, India: mbslques@microsoft.com

Q: Can the customer deactivate users  
in CSP at any time?

A: Customers must maintain their minimum licensing 
requirement described above. The customer can drop any 
users above and beyond the minimum licensing requirement 
amount. For instance, if they have added 10 users, paid for 
them, and then decided not to keep them, they can drop them, 
as long as the remaining balance does not fall below the EP 
annual amount. They may reduce any users prior to their EP 
renewal. EP renewal amount will be based on the number of 
licensed users.

Q: Is there a monthly or quarterly option  
for my customer to pay their EP without  
utilizing this offer?

A: No, for on-premise we only support the annual model for EP.

Q: What do I need to provide on behalf  
of my customer to ensure they continue  
their EP benefits?

A: Case information needed:

1. Copy of CSP order confirmation

2. Customer’s authorized number, CustomerSource 
account number, or TPID (Top Parent Identifier): needed to 
identify the correct account

3. Partner’s organizations PSBC account number (if 
applicable) and the Partner One ID.

SPA partners: Submit a case to Operations to add the EP to 
the customer’s account. Cases for Operations can be created 
through PartnerSource Business Center (PSBC).

Non-SPA partners (no access to PSBC): Submit the case 
information to one of the following email addresses (based on 
your customers country location):

• US, Canada, LATAM: mbsorder@microsoft.com

• Europe, Middle East, Africa: mbsquery@microsoft.com

• APOC, China, Japan, India: mbslques@microsoft.com

Q: I am not currently a SPA partner, am I able 
to provide the CSP-EP Renewal offer to my 
Dynamics customers?

A: Yes! Please follow the same steps as a SPA partner and 
submit the required information to the appropriate support 
alias as above.

https://mbs2.microsoft.com/ecsts/login?signin=2170d3a29a3333fb0296b6c0f8ca3b9a
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Q: How can I purchase the CSP-EP Renewal 
offer SKUs for my customer, and ensure they 
have the appropriate licenses to utilize their on-
premise solution until they decide to transition 
fully to cloud?

A: To take advantage of this offer, the following CSP and EP 
steps are required:

1. Purchase Dynamics 365 Business Central online services SKU(s)

Offer Name Offer ID PFAM

Dynamics 365 Business 
Central Premium Cloud 
Add-on from DPL

80031106-370e-4090-
af6c-48d8394c3357

Dynamics 365 
Business Central 
Premium

Dynamics 365 Business 
Central Essentials Cloud 
Add-on from DPL

8742366a-c26a-4bf0-
86e8-6e2c72d9b919

Dynamics 365 
Business Central 
Essential

Dynamics 365 Business 
Central Device Cloud Add-
on from DPL

ce497fb2-0764-4761-
b07a-081b85a390c9

Dynamics 365 
Business Central 
Device

Dynamics 365 Business 
Central Team Members 
Cloud Add-on from DPL

5d628802-49ce-4c84-
954f-1a2170de1ac7

Dynamics 365 
Business Central 
Team Members

2. Gather the following information to submit a  
case to Operations:

a. Copy of CSP order confirmation

b. Customer’s authorized number, CustomerSource 
account number, or TPID (Top Parent Identifier): needed to 
identify the correct account

c. Partner’s organizations PSBC account number (if 
applicable) and the PartnerOne ID.

SPA partners: Submit a case to Operations to add the EP to 
the customer’s account. Cases for Operations can be created 
through PartnerSource Business Center (PSBC). *NOTE* If 
your customer is enrolled in Auto-Bill through PartnerSource 
Business Center, you will need to remove them to prevent the 
EP from auto-billing at their annualized amount upon renewal.

Non-SPA partner (no access to PSBC): Submit the case 
information to one of the following email addresses (based on 
your customers country location):

a. US, Canada, LATAM: mbsorder@microsoft.com

b. Europe, Middle East, Africa: mbsquery@microsoft.com

c. APOC, China, Japan, India: mbslques@microsoft.com

Q: What are the steps I need to take to ensure 
my customer still has their enhancement plan 
for their on-premise solution?

A: Once you have purchased the solution, and have submitted 
the required information, you will be able to view your customer 
list in PSBC and their next EP renewal date.

Q: If I have additional questions,  
where can I submit them?

A: SPA partners: Submit a case to Operations to add the 
EP to the customer’s account. Cases for Operations can be 
created through PartnerSource Business Center (PSBC). 
*NOTE* If your customer is enrolled in Auto-Bill through 
PartnerSource Business Center, you will need to remove them 
to prevent the EP from auto-billing at their annualized amount 
upon renewal.

Non-SPA partner (no access to PSBC): Submit the case 
information to one of the following email addresses (based on 
your customers country location):

i. US, Canada, LATAM: mbsorder@microsoft.com

ii. Europe, Middle East, Africa: mbsquery@microsoft.com

iii. APOC, China, Japan, India: mbslques@microsoft.com

If related to a specific order, please include the following case 
information:

a. Copy of CSP order confirmation

b. Customers authorized number, CustomerSource 
account number, or TPID (Top Parent Identifier): needed to 
identify the correct account

c. Partner’s organizations PSBC account number (if 
applicable) and the Partner One ID.

Q: What happens if my customer doesn’t pay 
their monthly CSP subscription invoice?

A: Partners need to work with their customers to ensure they 
are compliant with the offer terms. Each month, operations will 
conduct a compliance review. If a customer drops their CSP 
subscription, they will be moved back to the standard EP and 
subject to lapsed fees.

https://mbs2.microsoft.com/ecsts/login?signin=2170d3a29a3333fb0296b6c0f8ca3b9a
https://mbs2.microsoft.com/ecsts/login?signin=2170d3a29a3333fb0296b6c0f8ca3b9a
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Q: What happens if my customer’s CSP 
subscription amount falls below the EP annual 
payment?

A: If the customer’s CSP subscription is less than their EP 
amount (annualized) partners need to work with them 
to purchase the number of users required to keep the 
subscription at the minimum value. If there is a discrepancy 
detected in the monthly compliance review, Microsoft 
Operations will contact the partner to resolve with their 
customer. If the customer’s subscription remains lower than 
the EP amount at the next monthly compliance checkpoint, the 
customer will be moved back to the standard EP and subject 
to lapsed fees.

Q: My customer has fully transitioned to 
Business Central online and is not using their 
DPL solution downgrade and dual use rights. Do 
they need to maintain the CSP-EP Renewal offer 
minimum EP amount (annualized)?

A: When customers fully transition to Business Central online 
and are no longer using their on-premise solution, they do not 
need to maintain their CSP subscription in an amount that 
equals or exceeds their EP amount.

Q: Where can I monitor and view my customers 
CSP subscrIption users (to include the 
additional $0 users), and DPL licenses and EP 
renewal information?

A: Partners can view their customer’s CSP subscription/users, 
DPL licenses and EP status as follows:

• CSP subscription: Dynamics 365 admin portal

• DPL on-premise: PartnerSource Business Center (PSBC)

Q: If my customer renews their EP with the CSP-
EP Renewal offer, how will this impact my on-
premise Enhancement Plan Revenue Recapture 
Rate (EPRRR)?

A: When the customer takes advantage of the CSP-EP 
Renewal offer, their on-premise EP status will be ‘active’, not 
affecting their EP renewal rate calculations.

Q: Why am I not seeing my margin on the EP 
invoice in PSBC?

A: Margins are accounted for in the licensing system, which 
is CSP. Margins are not paid in both systems and are not paid 
on the additional $0 SKUs. Partners do not receive margins 
through DPL for this offer.


